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FROM THE

head of school
I will be the first to admit that I was approaching the beginning of this school year
with a refreshing sense of optimism given the circumstances of the previous few
months. All of the indications of the first couple of weeks or so of term were that
that optimism was not misplaced.
However not long into term it became clear that our world was about to change
forever. As COVID-19 has spread globally and deeply impacted all of our lives these
events have given me cause to reflect on how the country and society in general
has dealt with previous epidemics, in particular the Spanish influenza outbreak of
1919 and the polio outbreaks that took place between the 1930s and the 1960s.
Grim topics I know but very informative from a historical perspective and being a
history teacher I could not resist the comparisons. We have been extraordinarily
fortunate in many respects as far as never having had to confront the issues we
are dealing with currently, and I believe it has left us all unprepared on many levels
for the restrictions now occurring on our lives. The recent heartbreaking drought
conditions followed by the bushfires that ravaged the state would be enough to
test any community and now dealing with this virus has us all confronting issues of
isolation, remaining connected and needing to support each other.
The Spanish Influenza epidemic which broke out in 1918 killed tens of millions
of people around the world and is still the deadliest event of this type ever
recorded. Nobody is absolutely sure how it made its way into Australia by 1919
but the great hope at the time was that it could be kept from our shores all to no
avail. Health authorities acted in a similar manner to current processes that have
been developed for our crisis. Gathering places were closed - hotels, schools and
churches, infected households quarantined, it was compulsory to wear a mask
in public, all in an attempt to slow the spread to prevent hospitals from being
overwhelmed. It all sounds very familiar doesn’t it, but the statistics were much
more disastrous. Forty percent of a population of five million at the time became
infected and yet compared to the rest of the world Australia seems to have
emerged relatively intact. Similar measures and closures were enforced during the
polio epidemics. In addition to the numbers of those who died or were left partially
paralysed were adverse economic impacts as a result of all the closures.
The fact that life as we are experiencing it presently is certainly novel and uncertain
and we are living through times well outside any events we have personally
faced, but it is not unprecedented. Our main hope on returning to normal life
is the discovery of a vaccine as there were vaccines developed for the various
strains of influenza and of course for polio. In the meantime as much as possible
our focus needs to be on maintaining the bonds that support all in our broader
community and that of our staff and students. Each week seems to produce new
pronouncements on the way forward and as always I am most thankful and grateful
for the manner in which staff, students, the Executive team and the School Board
have dealt with the wide range of challenges that have presented us with the need
to respond with the best interests of the school at heart.
Alan Jones

news
ROUND SQUARE

Gappies give global insights
TAS was fortunate to have eight ‘gappies’ from around the world
working in various areas of the school this term, each contributing
something of themselves to TAS and in doing so enriching students and
staff with their presence.
Jaimie Short (Gordonstoun School, Ely Scotland), Edmund Bryant
(Berkhamsted School, Hertfordshire UK), Oliver Burchnall (Chesham
Grammar School, Hertfordshire UK) and Elizabeth Koobatian (The
Hotchiss School, Connecticut USA) came to TAS in July last year but
the closure of country borders in response to COVID-19 meant they
all had to leave at short notice in late March to return to their home
countries, more than a term before they were due to leave. Meanwhile
Maria Camila Villa Perez (Colegio Anglo Colobiano, Botoga Columbia),
Linus Osano Anari (Starehe Boys College, Nairobi Kenya), Lizzie
Richards (Wellsway School, Somerset UK) and Oaty Pilane (St Cyprian’s
School, Capetown South Africa) who came in January, have settled in
determined to see TAS life return to normal.
Pictured above are (left to right) Jamie Short, Edmund Bryant, Oliver
Burchnall, Maria Camila Villa Perez, Elizabeth Koobatian, Linus Anari, Lizzie
Richards and Oaty Pilane

Diversity in student exchanges
Our Round Square reps Mr O'Connell and Mrs Gayner welcomed this
term’s exchange students from around the world. Pictured here are
Felipe Alzate (Colegio Anglo Colombiano, Colombia), Emilia Hamann
Gubbins (Markham College, Peru), Kelsey Atkinson (Scarborough
College, England) and Alex Beckley (Gordonstoun School, Scotland).
Meanwhile TAS Year 10 students Eugene Campbell and Emma Benham
spent the term at Gordonstoun, Scotland. A report on their experiences
will be published in Binghi 189.

Mr Andrew O'Connell and Mrs Anna Gayner pictured above with exchangees

Korean short cut engages students
When South Korea closed its borders in response to COVID-19, it
meant the cancellation of the Round Square Regional Conference
in mid-March. However some smart substitution by teachers Ms
Hannah Lo and Mrs Regina Pollard enabled delegates the chance
to still immerse themselves in Korean culture, but in Sydney (just
before domestic restrictions were put in place). The excursion, built
around the Round Square IDEALS (Internationalism, Democracy,
Environment, Adventure, Leadership and Service) started at
UN Youth’s Model UN Assembly NSW State Conference. Year 11
students Hudson McAllister and Henry Moore represented TAS on
the ‘Security Council’, with the Middle School conference delegates
(Charlie Carter, James Collum, Jake Mitchell and Thomas Vrkic)
forming part of the General Assembly. Over the next few days the
Middle School students served 280 meals for the homeless with
the Exodus Foundation; had a climbing adventure at Climb Fit; rode
11km around Sydney; learnt about Hanok architecture, traditional
Korean clothes and made masks at the Korean Cultural Centre;
indulged their appetites with lots of Korean food and even had a
lesson in dancing K-Pop style!
Thomas Vrkic, James Collum, Charlie Carter, Jake Mitchell, along
with Ms Lo and Mrs Pollard, dressed in Korean costume during the
Sydney excursion
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Personal stories bring history to life
Leading into their study of the First World War, Year 9 connected with
the personal story of OA Lieut Arthur EH Cooper on 10 February. At
TAS from 1908-1913 and Dux in his final year, Cooper, the son of Bishop
Cooper, then studied at the University of Sydney before serving his
country with the 5th Regiment, 33rd Battalion of the AIF. When Bishop
Cooper said at Speech Day in 1916 that “two things are necessary for the
conduct of war, munitions and men – TAS cannot make munitions, but
it is responsible for the manufacture of men; yea, and the best sort of
men too” – he could only have feared that his son Arthur would be killed
in Messines, Belgium, just 19 months later. Photographs and letters from
his time at TAS, St Paul's College and his war travels are part of the TAS
Archives and every year, bring history to life.

Year 9 students inspect the personal collection of AEH Cooper as part of
their study of the First World War

HSC work nominated for Writer’s Showcase
UNE Challenge tests budding engineers
Students tested all sorts of skills on 11 March at the Highlands
Science & Engineering Challenge at UNE. Hugo Catterall, Frank
Perrottet and Will Jackson won the Hovercraft building section
(pictured); other tasks included code creation and deciphering,
running a power plant for a town and building water turbines
and earthquake safe structures. At the end of the day, TAS came
a very close second of the schools which took part.

A three part story that looks at the effect of human impact on the
natural environment has been selected for inclusion in the Young
Writer’s Showcase, featuring the best
written work from English Extension
2 students in the 2019 HSC.
In her triptych, titled Dream Again,
Disa Smart uses a Bell’s River Turtle,
a brush-tailed rock wallaby and a
wedge-tailed eagle as narrators to
explore issues such as land clearing,
shrinking habitats, the impact of
invasive species, climate change,
drought, dried up watercourses and
bushfires. Disa said these particular
animals were chosen due to their
vulnerability and common habitat.
As she writes in her introductory reflection statement: “The first person
presentation of these issues, revealed through the eyes of [these]
native creatures, highlights the stress inflicted by these burgeoning
threats. My concept developed from an ardent desire to appeal to
environmentally aware Australians, as well as to reach people yet
to be convinced of existential threats to the New England region’s
biodiversity.”

Academic
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Toby Smith contemplates a work from the
Kaldor collection at the Art Gallery of NSW

Art, Drama students get soaked in culture
Visual Arts and Drama students had a stimulating excursion to Sydney, literally getting soaked in culture during what was a record February
weekend of rainfall. At Carriageworks they immersed themselves in Daniel Boyd’s ‘Video Works’, Rebecca Bauman’s ‘Radiant Flux’ and were
taken in by Kate Mitchell’s ‘All Auras Touch’. Cornelia Parker’s installations were a highlight at the MCA, whilst at the AGNSW they viewed
ARTEXPRESS and public art from the Kaldor Collection. Theatre visits included ‘Black Cockatoo’ at the Ensemble, viewing archives at Belvoir
St, and David Williamson’s ‘Family Values’ at the Stables – after which they met a star of the show, Belinda Giblin – whose two brothers
just happened to have attended TAS (see Old Armidalians Notes). An extra day for the Drama students was spent watching the onSTAGE
showcase, measuring those performances against the excellent TAS Group Performances and Individual Performances nominated last year.

Geographers map cotton enterprise
From agronomy to financial risk management and marketing to
environmental innovation - once again the generosity of the Kahl family
provided the opportunity for Year 12 Geography students to gain an
inside understanding into what it takes to be a leading cotton producer.
For the first time during the annual excursion to Narrabri and Wee Waa,
(this year held in mid-February), all three brothers Daniel (OA 02-07),
Sam (04-09) and Matt Kahl (05-10) were home on their family farming
property ‘Glencoe’ Wee Waa and shared their expertise and vision. Most
notably different to previous excursions was a new focus on long-term
sustainability including working towards carbon-neutral farming. This
has come about following no water allocation, meaning less crop
to manage and thus more time for strategic planning. Among the
initiatives the family is considering is planting more trees in the riparian
zone.
The business model of the Kahl family enterprise was compared with
a nearby corporate farm, Auscott, where students saw the operations
of a large scale cotton farm that incorporates ginning, classing and
marketing in its vertically integrated business model. Students were able
to apply the excursion to a range of HSC subjects including Geography,
Business Studies, Economics, Biology and Agriculture.

Pictured right: Students at Auscott's gin (top) and in a paddock of cotton
on the Kahl’s property ‘Glencoe’, Wee Waa
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CRICKETS JOINT PREMIERS
IN TRUNCATED SEASON
It would have to go down in history as one
of the most extraordinary cricket seasons on
record. Having had matches affected in Term 4
by bushfire and smoke then early this year by
rain – it was to be the shutdown in sporting
activity caused by the coronavirus which
would ultimately cut short the campaign of the
TAS First XI, though not before some wonderful
successes.
Following a solid run in the Armidale Second
Grade competition, TAS was due to meet Guyra
in the grand final on 21 March but it was not to
be. A statewide shutdown was put in place at
the behest of NSW Cricket just days before; as a
result both teams were declared joint-premiers.
Earlier that week the team travelled to
Cessnock to play St Phillip’s Christian College
Cessnock in the semi-final of the Douglas
Shield, but were defeated in a rain-interrupted
match. The match had twice been postponed
due to rain events and followed a strong win
by TAS against Carinya Christian College in
Tamworth on 21 February – which had also
been re-scheduled due to rain. The conditions
were a stark contrast to the team’s second
round victory over Lindisfarne, Tweed Heads
Anglican Grammar School at TAS in November,
when smoke rolled in just as what would be
the final overs were bowled.

Pictured after the Douglas Shield semi-final are (back row l-r) Toby Smith, Andrew Kirk, Henry
Mitchell, Harry Ackling, Tom Younghusband, Lachlan Galbraith, (front) Mac Orr, Cotter Litchfield (c),
Louis Cannington, Sam Skipper, Harry Litchfield. Absent: Zac Clarke

Rain also affected the final day’s play at this
year’s Independent Schools’ Cricket Festival,
held in Toowoomba on 12-17 January. TAS
secured wins over Shore and St Ignatius
College Riverview and then went down to
festival newcomers West Moreton Anglican
College (the eventual tournament winners).

Accumulated fatigue was a factor for TAS on
day four against hosts Downlands College who
won the game at 4/212 in a rain-interrupted
match. TAS finished second in the competition
with players Cotter Litchfield, Toby Smith, Sam
Skipper and Zac Clarke all being named in the
Merit Team of the Carnival. TAS will host the
carnival in 2021.

State hockey honours for Lily
The national hockey titles which were to be have been held in Tasmania
in April may have been cancelled in response to COVID-19, but the
honours remain for Year 12 student Lily Neilson, who had been selected
for the NSW Under 18s women’s team to play at the championships.
Lily’s state selection in field hockey came just a month after The
Armidale School’s senior prefect was named in the Merit Australian
Under 18s indoor hockey team following her outstanding performance
at the national indoor championships in Wollongong. At that
tournament her NSW team were undefeated, culminating in a 3-1 grand
final win over Queensland in which Lily scored a goal.
Her talents were recognised at the Hockey NSW annual awards night at
Rydges Mount Panorama, Bathurst on 29 February when she was named
as one of only six recipients of the Basil Sellers Scholarship. Hockey NSW
describes the scholarship, worth $2000, as ‘the charitable endeavour of
Mr Basil Seller to support talented, young athletes in their pursuits to
represent their country’. The award is also in recognition of community
engagement, academia, hockey performance and citizenship. Lily was
asked to give the acceptance speech on behalf of all the recipients.

Co-Curricular
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Year 12 student, Lily Neilson accepts the Basil Sellers Scholarship worth
$2000

Perfect glassy water was the order of the day for the the girls Quad (Hannah Neilson, Claudia Chaffey, Eliza Ward, April Draney and Sophie McCann) as
parents and supporters watched the crews from the bank of Malpas Dam

Rowers hold their own finale
after regattas cancelled
The School’s rowers, parents and supporters gathered at Malpas Dam
on Saturday 21 March to take to the water one last time and wrap up a
season terminated by the impact of the coronavirus.
Before restrictions on sporting events were in place, the GPS crews were
to have had their final outing at the AAGPS Head of the River Regatta in
Sydney on that very day. When that event was moved forward four days
at very short notice the crews - a Four and an Eight (made up of rowers
from the First and Second IVs) - instead raced themselves at Malpas Dam
at the exact times they would have been on the water in Sydney.
Meanwhile the TAS girls Quad was to take part in the NSW Schoolgirl
Head of the River on 4 April, which was cancelled by NSW Rowing.
So to finalise unfinished business the four TAS crews held their own
mini-regatta on 21 March, a handicap race between the three boys’
Fours and the girls Quad watched by parents and coaches from the
bank.

and Bronte Garcia said it had been a season of challenges, from the
ever-diminishing level of Malpas Dam, bushfire smoke which had
affected air quality, a blue-green algae outbreak which had forced
training to move to Grafton and then the coronavirus robbing rowers of
their finales.
“To me it’s a season summed up by resilience, courage, endurance and
mateship,“ said Henry, acknowledging the commitment and dedication
of his fellow rowers through what was a season of challenges but
personal growth.
“At our last outing at King’s PLC Regatta on 7 March all crews recorded
considerably improved times and we were all confident of making
further gains at our last regattas but they were not to be.”
Reflecting on her own time in the sport, Bronte Garcia agreed.
“The rowing program at TAS isn’t just about making a boat go fast or
showing off how good we might be but about developing the rower as
a person,” she said.
“This season in particular we have learnt about how to deal with failure,
the need to have patience, the importance of a positive and focused
attitude and how small changes can make a big difference. These are all
lessons we will take out into the world beyond TAS rowing.”

Thanking their coaches and supporters, rowing captains Henry Pitman

The water was coloured maroon

Year 12 Tyrrell House students Liam McIntyre, Josh Armstrong,
Thomas Stinson, Caitlin Harrison, John Macdonald, Elton Liau
and Harry Jia set the example at Warcries

Enthusiastic participation was a hallmark of the 2020 swimming championships held
on 13-14 February. As is customary, the first real mass competition was out of the
water at Warcries Night won by a well-rehearsed Tyrrell House. The boys and girls
in maroon would go on and make an impact in the pool, with strong participation
earning them the trophies for both ‘overall pointscore’ and ‘most points per house
member’. Croft House took out the Tooth-and-Nail in a nail-biting finish and also
secured the Harwood Cake Shield for overall points in House Relays.
As well as the collective achievements, there were nine records broken on the night.
Charlie Ward (12 years), Matilda Cullen and Prudence Baker (both 14 years), Olivia
Cannington and Ruby Straker (both 15 years) each set a new record. Meanwhile
Miller Harwood broke four records in the boys 12 years division, including two that
had been set in 2003, by Simon Haron.
The commitment and passion from all Houses and the camaraderie that exists
between them was evident; united in the stands students cheered on their house
competitors, clapped the slower winners home, were humble in victory and
gracious in defeat.
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Isabella Banister holding the OIympic bronze medal of Holy Lincoln-Smith
who spoke to students in February.

Olympian offers inspiration
From writing in her diary aged 13 that she wanted to be an Olympic
water polo player after playing her first game, to winning a bronze
medal at the 2012 Games in London, Holly Lincoln-Smith inspired
students with her story during a visit to TAS on 27 February.
Overcoming injury, family tragedy and other obstacles, she shared
the defining moments that could have broken her but instead made
her stronger, forging her to win two golds, two silver and a bronze
medal for her country. With her sister Emma, a skeleton competitor,
the pair are the first set of Australian siblings where one competed at
a Summer Olympics and the other, at a Winter Olympics.

National kayaker shares his skills
Former national kayaker and international white water coach Andre
Hemmerle kindly shared his knowledge with students in the TAS pool
on 3 March. Andre represented Australia as a junior slalom kayaker and
then got into freestyle kayaking, wearing the green and gold in the
World Freestyle Championships in Spain and his home country Australia.
He has coached white water rafting in eight countries overseas and at
TAS he ran a session consisting of polo ball drills, paddling techniques
and rolling practice, ending with a friendly game of canoe polo.

Triathletes take it to All Schools
A squad of 10 TAS triathletes took on the NSW All Schools Triathlon
Championships at the Sydney International Regatta Centre on
Wednesday 26 February, most completing the event in personal best
times. Seniors covered a distance of 750m swim, 20km ride and a 5km
run. Of the 114 competitors, Sam Jones was first for TAS in 61st place
and became the first TAS triathlete to compete at NSW All Schools
for six consecutive years. Next in was Toby Hall (71), Clancy Roberts
(73) and Isabella Gooch (90). Oliver Griffiths had the best result for
TAS on the day, finishing 36th from 224 starters in the Intermediate
division (600m/15km/4km), with Karen Baker crossing the line in 147th.
The Juniors contested a 400m/10km/3km circuit; of the 106 girls
competitors Eryn Benham was 43rd, Isabella Crawford 55th and Charlotte
Tydd was placed 61st. Harry Pennington represented TAS in the junior
boys, coming 117/149.

Toby Hall on the run leg at the NSW All Schools titles

Co-Curricular
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Cloisters Run
There was house spirit aplenty in the seventh annual Cloisters Run with
students spreading themselves around the 300m course which began
and finished in the Lawrance Quadrangle. For the fourth consecutive
year Broughton House won the girls’ relay, and this year Green took
out the boys trophy. The event has traditionally kicked off the start of
the Athletics Championships however track and field events had to be
called off in light of the School’s response to COVID-19.

Liam Hunt and Isaac Gerdes go head to head in a leg of the boys
Cloisters Run

Isabella Crawford carries the baton for Tyrrell House

Equestrians raise the bar
A TAS team of four riders were proud to represent their school
at the inaugural NEGS Equestrian Interschool event on 14-15
March. Charlotte Pease (Year 9, left) won a bronze medal in
the ‘Silver’ Showjumping Tour (95-100cm); Charlie Ward (Year 6,
middle) won the Junior Dressage Rider and took silver in both
the Novice Dressage and 80cm One Day Event; Mary Flannery
(Year 10, right) competed in the showjumping while Darcy
Heffernan (Equestrian captain, standing) was placed 8th from 16
riders in the ODE.

Vocalists selected for Gondwana
ensembles
TAS singers Abigail Thompson, Alexander Gibson, Will Mackson, Essie
Lindeman, Noushi Byrne and Eloise Gooch attended the National
Gondwana Choral School at the University of NSW in January whilst
before Christmas, Abigail, Will Mackson and William Nash sang in the
in the Voices of Angels concert at Angel Place which was broadcast
nationally on ABC Classic FM.
Pictured are, left-right, Abigail Thompson, William Nash, Alexander Gibson,
Will Mackson, Essie Lindeman, Noushi Byrne and Eloise Gooch
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Wizard of Oz
WAS JUST LIKE A DREAM

After months of rehearsals, this year’s musical
production The Wizard of Oz was over almost
before Dorothy had left Kansas. Invited
parents and friends of cast and crew were
given a sneak peak at what otherwise was to
be a final dress rehearsal and at just one other
performance with the rest of the run being
cancelled as part of the School’s response to
the coronavirus.
However briefly, the Hoskins Centre brought
to life the iconic characters of Frank Baum’s
1900 book and the 1939 film in which a
young girl and her dog are transported to
the magical land of Oz, where they meet up
with a scarecrow missing a brain, a tin man
without a heart and a cowardly lion in need
of courage.
The journey of the four main characters
who all find more in themselves had extra
resonance given the current circumstances,
according to director Mr Andrew O’Connell.
“I was struck by the resilience and tenacity of
the cast, crew and orchestra who did not let
an uncertain future distract them from their
preparations and produced a show that was
magical and wondrous,” he said.
Mr O'Connell said apart from the satisfaction
and reward of being able to bring their
efforts to fruition the unique situation of the
truncated season had been an important
learning experience for the students giving
them an insight into the challenges faced by
those working in creative industries at this
time.
“What has helped our students keep
perspective is by us thinking of the
professional artists in all disciplines, for whom
this situation brings unimaginable financial
hardship and uncertainty. Performance
venues, theatres, arts companies and artists
have all had events and performances
cancelled, and with the great majority in
the Arts Industry employed casually or on
contract many are wondering how they
will pay the bills in the coming months,” Mr
O’Connell said.
“For our HSC students involved in the cast
and crew, being able to do this school activity
once was essential to fulfil requirements for
their academic program, another reason why
the show was unable to be postponed.”
Co-Curricular
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Dorothy, Tin Man, Scarecrow and Lion are confronted by the Wizard

The Wicked Witch of the West (Hannah Neilson) attempts to wield her power

Jennifer Ilott as Glinda the Good Witch of
the North

Mayor of Munchkin Land (Nawaf Al-Qahtani)

Scarecrow (Clancy Roberts) and crows (Oliver
Morse, Jasper O’Neil and Pierre Morcellet)

Tin Man (Alexander Gibson)

Dorothy follows the Munchkins

Cowardly Lion (Rick Nutt) and the Wizard
(Will Braham)

Professor Marvell (Will Braham) reveals the future to Dorothy (Emily
Buntine)

Pierre Morcellet, Oliver Morse and Charlie Carter enjoy playing munchkins

The Jitterbugs confront the travellers

The cast of The Wizard of Oz
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FRIENDSHIPS FORGED AT

coast weekend
Laughter, music, friendship and water were the order of the annual
Coast Weekend, held on the very first Saturday and Sunday of Term
1. All boarders and around 70 day students enjoyed their time at one
of several locations along Coffs Coast where they had a chance to
mingle in a relaxed environment. It was an important time for renewing
friendships, making new ones and particularly for our boarding
community, for residential staff and students to get to know each other
in a fun and relaxed setting.
Evident behind the scenes was the growth in character and leadership.
Senior students were positive role models in the way they interacted
with their peers in a real and meaningful fashion but also in the way
they engaged so genuinely with younger students, particularly those
who were new to TAS.

Boarders’ Formal Dinner
The residential community came together on 5 February for the first
formal Boarders’ Dinner of the year and the first since the magnificent
refurbishment of the Dining Hall. The formalities included a welcome
and grace from Mr Jones, talks from the Director of Boarding and the
Chaplain and a humorous address by Senior Prefect Jack Nivison, on
the journey of opportunity. It was a a wonderful way for boarders
and staff to come together and share in conversation and a delicious
meal prepared beautifully by the catering staff and served diligently
by Year 8 boarders.

Wellbeing
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Guy Hardin (Year 9) abseiling

Trainee surf life savers at Sawtell

Year 8 students in the water at Dumaresq Dam

A welcome return to Bivouac
With Activities Week in Term 4, 2019 being cancelled due to the impact of bushfires (including
the loss of facilities at the Nymboida Canoe Centre, the headquarters for cadet camp), there
was much anticipation of the first bivouac for 2020, held on 12-13 March.

CADET LEADERS

For cadets, preliminary training at Activities Days earlier in the term, as well as cadet leaders
freshly minted from leadership course, augured well for the first overnight outing of the 2020
program, held earlier in the year to compensate for the experience ‘lost’ from the cancellation
of annual camp. B Company (Year 9) and C Company (Year 8) undertook fieldcraft, trekking
navigation and kayaking exercises near Mt Duval and surrounding properties offered by TAS
families for the purpose. Meanwhile A Company (Year 10) were based near Copmanhurst and
enjoyed kayak touring, mountain biking and trekking on and adjacent to the mighty Clarence
River.

STEP FORWARD

Thirty nine cadets from Years 9-11 put
their hands up for this year’s cadet leaders
course held over two consecutive three-day
weekends. Candidates participated in the
Junior NCO, Senior NCO and CUO courses
learning leadership strategies, fieldcraft,
navigation, public speaking and drill. The
theory phase was held at the headquarters
of the 12/16 Hunter River Lancers at the
University of New England from 15-17
February and the practical work undertaken
from 22-24 February at Jeogla Station (thanks
the Braham family, father of SUO Marcus).

The efforts of last year’s Rural Fire Service trainees in assisting with real bushfire control acted
only as inspiration for 27 boys and girls who enthusiastically signed up for this year’s program.
Meanwhile a group of 31 budding surf life savers spent three days at Sawtell Surf Life Saving
Club as they endeavour to qualify for their surf bronze medallions, qualifying them for beach
patrol. For both, it is the largest enrolment in recent years.
The timing of Bivouac would prove fortuitous; the following week excursions ground to a halt
as part of the School’s response to COVID-19.

One of the field challenges for students undertaking the cadet leaders’ course at Jeogla Station in February
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A team building exercise at Orientation Weekend

Polly Skipper and Tanya Wickramathilake get
ready to go-kart

Orientation Weekend a first
Year 7 has traditionally represented the largest entry level of new students to TAS, and in a new
initiative, all day students, boarders and a number of Middle School staff this year spent the first
Saturday and Sunday of term off campus at Orientation Weekend.
Held this year at Pindari Dam between Inverell and Ashford, the weekend involved some
structured activities run by Pindari Adventures which promoted team-building and overcoming
challenge, along with numerous informal opportunities for staff and students to get to know
each other. It was particularly fruitful in helping build positive relationships between all students,
regardless of whether they were day students or boarders, or new to TAS or not. It is anticipated
that in line with Coast Weekend, held at the same time, next year’s Orientation Weekend will also
be surfside, but with the same special structure for Year 7 in place.

Chamber program engages students
While Middle School students
often hear classical musical
pieces performed by Year 11
and 12 students at weekly
assemblies, a program
run by the New England
Conservatorium of Music
this year enabled them to
immerse themselves in
chamber music in some
detail. Pianist Deidre Rickards

Middle School

(a former TAS Director of
Music), April Kelson (violin)
and Robert Jackson (cello)
performed several pieces,
which were top-and-tailed by
presentations from Head of
Middle School Mark Harrison
and Music teacher Dr Inga
Brasche.
The program is designed to
complement the contents
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of the Music syllabus and to
support classroom teachers as
they work to teach students
a repertoire which they may
not have ever heard before. It
also allowed the students to
see Mr Harrison in a different
light, as an advocate for
the importance of Music as
something to be studied,
practiced, or just enjoyed.

Getting to know you
During the term Mr Jones and his wife
Manuela das Neves Jones have been getting
to know Year 7 students over lunch in the
Lodge. Discussions have traversed a broad
range of topics including favourite pets, school
matters, favourite holiday spots and home
life. As Mr Jones reported in his end of term
newsletter: “They are certainly interesting
and entertaining young people and confirm
for me that the future of the student body
of the school is in good hands. ” The lunches
continue a tradition started by Headmaster
Murray Guest and his wife Joanne.

Pictured with Mr and Mrs Jones at one of the
Year 7 lunches were (clockwise from front left)
Tom Mainey, Angus Morris, Peter Maitz, Lachlan
Litchfield, Mr Jones, Bailey Miller, Hugo Li, Tempe
Macarthur-Onslow, Sophia Moore, Emma Henry

new leadership
STRUCTURE INTRODUCED

In the 20th anniversary year of Middle School, a new leadership
structure has been introduced to better reflect the diversity
and goals of Middle School.
The roles of Head Monitor Day and Head Monitor Boarding
have been replaced by Head Boy and Head Girl positions (who
will also sit on the School’s SRC), supported by four students
with specific portfolio responsibilities: Academic Leader,
Service Leader, Creative Arts Leader and Sport Leader. In
addition, boarding leaders for White House (boys) and Dangar
House (girls) have been appointed who may or may not have
other responsibilities.
Head of Middle School Mark Harrison said the new roles will
better support student engagement across various fields.
“The aim of implementing this new leadership model is to
adapt with the growing change which TAS is experiencing,
correlate with the ideas and purpose of the Middle Years
Programme in an IB setting and also create leadership
positions of added responsibility which will be driven by the
students. It is hoped that it will enhance the culture of Middle
School and help all students of this age to be more educated
and aware of the outside world, hence becoming ‘global
citizens of the world", he said.
“The goal is for this leadership group to work together in
managing MS initiatives, driving MS events such as Town
Meetings and end of term assemblies and also lead by example
by being role models for the younger student population.”

Pictured are the Middle School student leadership team. Left-right: Isabella
Crawford (Dangar House Leader), Alice Bourne (Dangar House Leader), Emily
Benham (Service Leader), Matilda Cullen (Creative Arts Leader), Bella Fernance
(Head Girl), Henry Kirton (Head Boy), William Gilpin (Academic Leader), Brock
Galvin (Sport Leader), Abbott White (White House Leader), Tom Leitch (White
House Leader).

Debaters off to a fine start
The postponed final round of last year’s Tri-Schools’ Shield was held
at NEGS on 17 February, with success for two of the three Middle
School teams. This debating competition for Year 6-8 students from
TAS, NEGS and PLC has been going since 2010 and continues to
offer opportunities for students to develop skills in critical thinking,
logic and public speaking, whilst representing their school.
The Year 7 team (Year 6, 2019) (Tempe Macarthur-Onslow, Camilla
Coupland, Charlie Ross and Harriet Crawford) successfully negated
the proposition that ‘Homework is out of date’; Year 8 (Bella
Fernance, Jack Chappell, Ali Nivison and Nina Taylor) also won their
debate arguing the Negative to the topic ‘That zoos should be
made illegal’, while in a close debate, Year 9 (Luisa Wilkinson, Jasper
O’Neil, Louis Ross and Wylie Wright) were defeated by NEGS as they
sought to affirm ‘That modern role models are doing damage’. It
was the second consecutive win for last year’s Year 6 and Year 7
teams however not enough for TAS to retain the Shield which it
won in 2018 and thus it returns to PLC.
The first round of this year’s competition was due to take place in
the last week of term however this didn’t eventuate, students from
all schools having been sent home for online learning instead. It
was a particular disappointment given a strong interest in debating
this year across the year groups; indeed, so such was the interest in
Year 7 that trial debates between 12 enthusiastic youngsters were
at least able to take place before the stand down. It is hoped that
however Term 2 pans out there will be opportunities for Middle
School debates to take place, if not at an inter-school level, at least
internally.
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news
JUNIOR SCHOOL

Egg-sellent fun in Year 5
The wonder of eggs was explored by Year 5
students in early March when Poultry Hub
Education Officer (and TAS parent) Bruce
Dennison and UNE SMART Farm Education
Officer Allison Stewart gave a practical
presentation about the poultry industry.
Among the fascinating facts they learnt were
that each year they consumed, on average, 245
eggs and almost 50 kg of chicken meat! They
then donned lab coats and Mr Dennison took
them through exercises including candling and
weighing the egg and egg shell; measuring the
shape ratio, checking the egg for abnormalities
and scoring the shell and yolk colour.
Ms Stewart spoke about the importance of
pasture and how new technologies are helping
producers measure its height and productivity.
She even demonstrated a drone in the classroom
to measure the height of pasture in the
classroom. The workshop linked to the IB unit
Sharing the Planet and specifically the line of
inquiry ‘Sustainable practices of the past, present
and future’. The class was very grateful to the
visitors for such an interesting workshop.

Peter Thompson, Harry Brownlie and Sam Ford give Mr Jones the once over at the first Junior School
Assembly for the year

JUNIORS GRILL MR JONES AT ASSEMBLY
Did you know that Mr Jones likes lots and lots of different foods, loves the beach, used to
play water polo and got the cane (only once, though) for being a naughty boy when he
was young? Junior School students learnt a lot at their first Assembly of the year and in
return, they presented Mr Jones with a special Junior School Survival Kit full of all sorts of
interesting things. Year 5 performed 'We are Australian' to pay tribute to fire fighters; Mr
Lloyd told everyone how TAS Bear caught a taxi to his place for the holidays and Year 12
students Jack Sewell and Jai Farrell spoke about the role of the prefect body and the SRC.

Harry Fawcett, Sahib Singh and Layla Abu Assab make some new friends at the UNE Archaeology Lab

Understanding adaptation

Ryne Wilkinson and Andrew Alkhouri explore
the wonder of eggs

Junior School
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Why do dogs bark? Do whales have belly buttons? Why can bees only sting once? Year 3 took the
opportunity this term to share some of their amazing discoveries from their IB Inquiry into how
living things need to adapt in order to survive. Student William Cooper-Fillios even got gappie
Jamie Short and Mr Jones to demonstrate how chimpanzees walk differently to humans because
of their different anatomical structure! It was a big few weeks of learning that took in trips to
the Natural History Museum and Archaeology Lab at UNE, to Thalgarrah Environmental Centre,
and observing a beehive in the classroom to understand the natural cycle and witness how
adaptations work.

Young spirit takes to the pool
As always there was plenty of enthusiasm
from the students at this year’s swimming
carnival, whether it be in the novelty events
or the more serious races. Ultimately, Green
took the house points overall, while the
Rofeta Cup for the girl with the highest point
score went to Sophie Banister, the Macready
Cup for the boy with the highest point score
was won by Joe Fenwicke.

Both Joe and Sophie were among 18 Junior
School swimmers who represented TAS
at the North Coast Independent Schools’
championships in Alstonville on 5 March.
TAS was placed fourth overall in the Primary
Points Score however was placed first in the
Primary percentage points score;
Hugo Broun came third in the 11 year
boys division, and Hugo and Joe Fenwicke

qualified to represent NCIS at the CIS primary
swimming carnival in Sydney that was going
to be held at the end of March.

Pictured above: Joe Fenwicke, Sam Ford and
Hugo Broun were all smiles after competing at
the Junior School swimming carnival

Keepit keeps on challenging students
Junior School students had the most wonderful time extending themselves, building resilience
and creating strong friendships at Lake Keepit Sport and Recreation Centre in Week 5. Students
arrived progressively through the week, with even Year 2 students spending an overnighter. Head
of Junior School Mr Ian Lloyd said the annual camp continues to provide a program that is fun,
highly appropriate for the range of development, and beneficial to students in so many ways.
“Over many years we have seen the benefits of children extending themselves in a safe
environment, yet full of adventure. Being away from home can be difficult at first but being with
friends and having outdoor time with their teachers allows students an opportunity not possible
at school and in the classroom environment,” he said.

Athletics Carnival preparation
While the Junior School Athletics Carnival
had to be cancelled, students had the
opportunity to run, jump and throw at a precarnival day on 12 March. The senior boys
and girls competed in their Shotput event
coached by Mrs Kellie Ward, completing this
event for their house group and individual
points, whilst the Intermediate age groups
competed in their Long Jump event. All
other students participating keenly in
sprinting, long distance events, discus, high
jump and relays. It was a big day for many,
including the youngest Transition students
who were full of enthusiasm, as the above
photo of Edward Benham having a go at the
triple jump, attests.

“Even the smallest hurdle can become a huge
obstacle when in an unfamiliar setting; the food,
the sleeping in dorms, relating to other adults,
overcoming physical (and social) demands….
all of this creates a whirlwind of opportunity for
learning.”
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news
OLD ARMIDALIANS'

Congratulations

Currently studying for a Master of Public Policy (Politics) at The Paris
Institute of Political Studies where he is a recipient of an Emile-Boutmy
Scholarship, James Mohun (2008-2012, Dux) has also started a new
position as a junior consultant at the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD-OCDE).
Old Armidalians Annabel Paul (00-04) and Tom Wyatt (2007-12) were
married on 4 January 2020 in Armidale at St Peter’s Cathedral, followed
by a reception at Saumarez Homestead. Despite the temperature on the
day being 37 degrees guests enjoyed themselves until the early hours
of Sunday morning. Best man was Tom’s brother Charlie Wyatt (11-16)
and Tom Holcombe (06-12) was one of the groomsmen. The bride’s
brother Jono Paul (98-11) was MC for the reception and kept everyone
thoroughly entertained throughout the evening. After a honeymoon in
Fiji the couple are living in Emerald, Queensland where Tom has worked
for the last two years as a mechatronics engineer and Annabel has
started at Emerald State High School as a senior science teacher.

Andrew Cull (93-98) and his wife Rachelle, of Manly, have welcomed
into the world their first child, a daughter Vera Elizabeth born on 27
February. Andrew continues to work in property investment.
Since returning to the New England in 2015 after a career in Sydney
in management consultancy, Charlie Perry (98-03) and his family
have grown a Wagyu stud cattle business based at Aberfoyle and Ebor
into Trent Bridge Wagyu, an enterprise that in February this year was
awarded The Weekly Times Coles Beef Farmer of the Year for 2019. The
award comes on the back of the stud selling a cow, K34, for $200,000
last year; K34 having the highest estimated breeding value (EBV) for
marbling on Breedplan.

Condolences
Whilst undertaking some research work, long-time staff member Meg
Sadler learnt of the previously un-reported death in Katoomba Hospital
on 11 June 2015 of Brian Michael (Mick) Dark (42-46), after living with
Parkinsons for some years. Mick was the son of well known Australian
author Eleanor Dark AO, whose novels included included Prelude to
Christopher (1934) and Return to Coolami (1936), both winners of
the Australian Literature Society Gold Medal for literature, and her
best known work The Timeless Land (1941), the first part of a trilogy,
with Storm of Time (1948) and No Barrier (1953). Mick’s father Dr Eric
Dark was an active member of the NSW Labor Party and a committed
socialist; one can only assume that their son was sent to TAS to escape
the threat of war. Sometime living in Queensland, where he married
and had two daughters, Mick shared his parents’ environmental and
political interests. After inheriting his childhood home Varuna, he helped
establish the Eleanor Dark Foundation to which he gifted the property
for use as a writers’ retreat.
Also just coming to our attention is the passing of David Murray Alley
(49-51), late of Cootamundra, on 10 November 2015.
Steve James Masselos (45-49), late of Mosman, died on 10 April 2016.
From the north coast, two OA siblings died within 12 months of each
other. John Rex Robinson (44) passed away on 18 May 2017, whilst
brother Peter Ernest (45-46) died on 11 April 2018.

Rowan Willis (92-97) is one step closer to representing Australia at the
Tokyo Olympics in showjumping following his team’s podium finish at
the Nations Cup in Wellington, Florida, USA on 29 February-1 March.
Rowan (below left) and teammates Hilary Scott, Todd Hinde (Chef
d’Equipe), Amy Graham and Scot Keach jumped their way to third place
at the CSIO 4* Saturday Night Lights Nations Cup held at the Palm Beach
International Equestrian Centre, the second of two Nations Cup events.
Riding his 14 year old mare Blue Movie – also known as Carrots and
co-owned by his parents David and Elsa, sister Renee, Warren Coventry
(72-74) and Wendy and Michael Jackson from Black Mountain - Rowan
jumped two clear rounds propelling the team from sixth to third place.
Rowan is currently the highest-ranked Australian on the FEI World
Rankings for showjumping at 47th, . We all wish Rowan well for Olympic
selection – whenever that now takes place.

David Wills Magoffin (53-56), the younger son of noted TAS architect
Reg Magoffin (17-25) died on Christmas Eve 2019. David left TAS
after the Intermediate Certificate – in which he got a top pass – and
completed his schooling elsewhere before completing a BA at the
University of Sydney in 1966, going on to teach at The King’s School. His
elder brother Denis (49-56) pre-deceased him. Thanks to Rob Busby for
the notice.
Vale Geoffrey Willis Reardon (42), another of the Sydney wartime
‘refugees’, late of Tamworth and formerly of Moree, who died on 8 May
2019.
Michael Donald Murdoch (known as Sverjensky whilst at TAS from
1949-51) died on 7 September 2019.
William (Bill) Macleay Hibbard (44-45) passed away 23 October 2019
at Tumbulgum.
Another from the war years, John Walter Sleep (42-44) passed away on
2 November 2019 at the Gold Coast.
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John McLeod Denshire (46-50) from Mudgee, died on 9 December
2019, according to the Mudgee Guardian.
The Old Armidalians fraternity lost a true character with the death on 3
April of Rhod Carmichael (80-83) after a long battle with breast cancer.
Rhod came to TAS from Giro Station at Gloucester and served on the
OAU Committee from 2012-2018. His trademark sense of humour not
only made him a friend to many, but also equipped him well as a male
ambassador for the National Breast Cancer Foundation. Our heartfelt
sympathies to his wife Sally, daughter Alice, sons Duncan (10-14) and
Sam (11-16) and Rhod's brother Lachlan (82-86).

The nearby Kirribilli Club was the venue for a regular luncheon get
together of seven Old Boys on 27 February. Pictured are, left to right,
Bob Crossman (58-64), Geoff Quayle (63-64), Ian Hutchison (59-63),
Mike Smith (59-63), Paddy Flower (62-63), John Childs (59-64) and
Bill Roberts (59-61). The group have set down 4 June for their next
gathering – coronavirus permitting!

Odds ‘n’ Ends
Lachie (Macarthur-)Onslow (84-89) is on the road to recovery after
the pink helicopter that he was flying crashed into a dam at Ben Boys
National Park while fighting fires near Bega on the NSW South Coast in
January. Lachie, the proprietor of Fleet Helicopters and Fleet Warbirds
in Armidale, suffered a shoulder injury in the crash which put an end to
the career of Lucy, a flying ambassador for breast cancer research. The
fortunate escape was put down to his professionalism and training, an
important part of his business which now includes around 20 aircraft
including 15 helicopters based in Armidale and Mudgee. Lachie’s flying
endeavours see him taking people on scenic flights over New England’s
gorge country, helping fight bushfires or racing aircraft competitively,
including at the Reno Championship Air Races in the USA where he won
the Silver Jet category in 2018.
After attending David Williamson’s play ‘Family Values’ at the Stables
Theatre in February, Year 12 Dramas students met one of the stars, well
known actress Belinda Giblin – and were amazed when she told them
that her two brothers had attended TAS! It prompted Binghi to catch
up with her siblings. Having worked as a GP in England and prior to
that for decades in Darwin, Ted Giblin (57-62) retired some years ago
to Port Macquarie, where he became involved in the local Rotary Club
and the North Coast Birders. Meanwhile his younger brother Graham
Giblin (60-64) is living in Croydon, semi-retired but busy as a sole trader,
“physically and mentally active and embarrassingly healthy”, he writes.
Rick Old (57-59) and his wife Jenny spent a couple of months travelling
around Australia in a caravan, to promote Jenny’s book ‘Back of Beyond’.
The book is about developing ‘McAllister‘, a a 606 km square (234 square
mile) property near Normanton. Rick writes that her next book ‘Innocent
Nurses Abroad’ (a prequel to ‘Back of Beyond’) was due to be published
in March. For more info: ww.jennyold.com
Kwun Lam (61-62), who lives in Hong Kong, took the opportunity to
catch up with some OAs during a visit to Sydney early this year and
hosted a lunch at Mosman Rowers Club on 12 February. Pictured are,
left to right, John Steuart (61-65), Eleanor Braund, Pansy Lam, Tony
Braund (48-53), Rob Busby (63-68), Sally Inchbold-Busby, Jackie Horan
and Kwun Lam (61-62).

Queensland functions unite OAs
To follow on from the School’s celebrations of its 125th year, three
gatherings were held in regional Queensland in February. At the elegant
Criterion Hotel in Rockhampton, the two Palmer brothers, John (aka
Rick) (59-64) and Andrew (1962-67) and their wives Debbie and Penny
were joined by two Lawrie brothers, Greig (51-58) and David (1954-61)
and his wife Mary. Also there were the Witten family from Biloela - Rev
Bob (57-61) and Sue, with sons Tim (90-95 ) and Dan (88-93) who is
now in ‘Rocky’ and whose column on mountain biking may be found in
the local paper. This function turned an unanticipated profit, which has
been donated to the TAS Foundation.
In Townsville a small gathering comprising Bill Holmes (54-62) and
wife Anne, Sam Blanch (78-83) and Mac Horne (staff 1969-71, 73-75),
met for dinner at the Pier Restaurant. Mac travelled down from Charters
Towers, where in ‘retirement’ he still is involved in the education space, at
All Souls St Gabriels School. He maintains a keen interest in the fortunes
of TAS and its OAs and would be pleased to hear from any who find
themselves in the North – contact him at mac45.ct@gmail.com
In Cairns a diverse group met at the Waterbar & Grill Steakhouse. Present
were Chris Hughes (56-59) and wife Bettyanne, Grahame Brett (5657), Diarmuid Houston (70-75) and wife Barbara, who came down the
mountain from Kuranda, and Rod Hyman (72-77).
Apologies were received at each function, including from the Far North’s
most recent arrival, Bob Adams (55-61); a brief update on the School’s
development was provided by Rob Busby (63-68) who instigated and
attended each of the functions.
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Reunion Weekend 2020
THE STATE OF PLAY

At the time of writing, it was still unclear whether this year’s Reunion
Weekend set down for 31 July – 2 August, will go ahead in light of
COVID-19. Any decision has to take into account the management
protocols of the School as well as those restrictions or guidelines put
in place by the government, educational authorities and others. At
this stage it is still unknown whether restrictions will be lifted in a
few weeks or months; whether Australia will be past the peak of the
spread of infection and whether authorities will be in a position to
are
not only permit, but hopefully encourage, social interaction and life
to return to what will be a new normal. Coupled with that is to what
effect the School’s co-curricular program, particularly the GPS rugby
competitions, will look like in Term 3.

With all of that in mind, a decision will be made by the OAU and the
School in coming weeks as things become a lot clearer. If Reunion
Weekend 2020 is cancelled, the Union will be looking at making the
2021 event bigger than ever, with reunions for both ‘0’ and ‘1’year
leavers.
In the meantime, the reunion organisers listed below are getting in
touch with their peers and tracking down ‘lost sheep’, so if you are
from a year group ending in ‘0’ or ‘5’, contact them below. Indeed,
regardless of when a reunion will be held, reaching out to old school
friends at a time of social isolation and uncertainty might be just the
ticket.

reunion organisers
65, 60 year		
55 year			
			
50 year			
			
45 year			
40 year			
			
35 year			
			
30 year 			
20 year			
			
10 year			
			
5 year			
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Mrs Emily Griffiths
John Steuart
Robert Mackenzie
John Treloar
Rick Molesworth
Pat Bradley
Will Winter
Tim Cole
Andrew McConville
Jock Hudson
Anthony Chick
Sam Treloar
Tom Abbott
Archie Denning
Lachlan Sewell
Jack Bennett
Harry Wright

egriffit@as.edu.au		
johnsteu@bigpond.net.au
rimackenzie47@gmail.com
john@treloars.com.au
rickmolesworth@hotmail.com
pbradley@as.edu.au
will@willwinter.com.au
hobill500@gmail.com
alamcconville@gmail.com
lara.jock@bigpond.com
aechick@bigpond.com
sam.treloar@gmail.com
abbott.tom@gmail.com		
archiedenning1@gmail.com
ljsewell92@gmail.com
jbennett2254@gmail.com
wrightharry3@gmail.com

(02) 6776 5899
0422 860 606
0427 791 514
0418 659 052
(02) 6771 4443
(02) 6772 6468
0407 820 049
0457 363 936
(07) 3395 6994
0407 458 130
0422 399 582
0429 954 698
0431 155 083
0429 662 229
0422 123 741

